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GLOBAL DECISIONS:
A CURRICULUM FOR ENRICHMENT
IN HEALTH EDUCATION
USING KOHLBERG'S DISCUSSION OF
MORAL DILEMMAS
by
Leanne Marie Bond Lacey
June,

1990

Using Lawrence Kohlberg's Theory OT Moral Development and

)

Discussion OT Moral Dilemmas, an enrichment curriculum was
created Tor use in the senior high school Health Education
classroom or the GiTted Education classroom.

The student is

Tirst introduced to the six stages OT moral development as
outlined by Kohlberg's theory.

The instructional theories OT

Taba, Simon and Raths are also integrated with Kohlberg's theory
through both individual and group discussion activities.

First,

the student solves one OT eighteen Health Education-related moral
dilemmas.

ATter solving the dilemmas,

the student asks questions

OT the others in a group discussion setting, and is in turn also
questioned by the others.

Finally, the group graphically

displays the results OT each student's solution to the dilemma in
terms OT eTTects on the people and world around them.
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Chapter 1

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Statement of the Problem
In my experiences teaching Health Education and Gifted
Education, I have found an underlying commonality between the
two areas.
Many students search for- oppor-tunities to make
decisions which will ultimately have a positive impact on the
people and society around them.
In Health Education, the various
concer-ns offered in a typical Health Education curriculum are not
only concerns of a personal health nature, but can be viewed as
broader societal concerns as well.
All students, especially
students with higher-level thinking skills, need opportunities to
exploYe the concepts of right and wrong, and to see how the
values and beliefs of others can effect their own.
By putting the emphasis of moral education in a global
proportion, students are stimulated to learn how to involve
themselves in life's processes, instead of sitting by passively
while others make life changing policies.
The decisions made in
the lives of many adolescents ultimately effects them for a
lifetime.
By allowing students to practice making moral
decisions, we enhance their ability to make a more learned
decision in their future.
In his essay, "Is there a Moral
Skill?" (Gatz, 1989), Ignacio Gatz argued that moral behavioY is
a matter of training, based on a talent for r-ecognizing moral
attitudes and behavior-s.
Given as many opportunities as possible
to solve per-sonal and societal moral dilemmas, in _a simulated
setting, students will learn the skill of disseminating the
information needed when faced will the complexities of morality.
Purpose of the Study
Gifted children have been found to be especially interested
in and adept at exploring moral dilemmas and making values
decisions.
Colango (1982) studied gifted adolescents and found
them to be more sensitive to moral aspects of a number of daily
life situations.
This is not to say they ar-e more moral than the
rest of the adolescent population, but perhaps mor-e interested in
shaping their futures and the future of society thr-ough analysis
of morality.
Tannen~aum (1983) recognized moral talent as a
legitimate ar-ea of giftedness.
He suggests mar-al giftedness can
be strengthened through prescribed activities, just as in
problem-solving or algebra.
Activities which strengthen mar-al
giftedness should allow adolescents to define, understand and
share their- thoughts regarding moral dilemmas.
1

An additional aspect of a curriculum of this design is
heightened when asked to look at modern day gifted adults.
A
large percentage of adults in our society who are intellectually
or creatively gifted, for some reason, often can not see
amorality for what it is and what it does.
Our high achievers
often land themselves in jail, tax or criminal court, or at least
the tabloids because of their inability to make appropriate moral
choices.
If society values its gifted children for their
intellectual and creativ~ abilities, should it not also feel
compelled to value them for their abilities in the area of moral
reasoning? Joe Stroud, a guest editor in the Roeper Review,
wrote the following in his article titled "Global Education--Then
and Now":
"Finally, I think we are going to be in a period
when we are re-examining the values by which we have
lived, the quality of lives and the strength and content
of our culture.
After the upheaval and change of the
60's, there has been a period of consolation and
regrouping.
I do not think we are about to re-enter an
age of tumultuous change in values now.
But I do see a
deepseated unease about who and what we are, about what
we see on T.V. and read and do.
I see a sense of
emptiness, of frustration, of wanting a direction we
cannot quite -find."
(Stroud, 1988)
Our gifted children will most likely be society's next
1 ea ders, innovators and po 1 icy-makers.
They w i 11 need the ski 11 s
instructors can give them to help clarify their own morality,
which will, in turn, positively impact society.
I am focusing on the area o-f Health Education and the
various health issues confronting us today.
Moral Dilemma
curriculum is already available in many forms by many authors, so
I would like to shift from the general to the specific by using
current health education curricula as the basis of the content
-for the moral dilemma material.
The purpose o-f this curriculum
is multi - dimensional. It could be used to provide an enrichment
model -for a senior high Health Education course, or it could
be used as an enrichment unit in various other courses such as
social studies, Family Living, Current Affairs or creative
writing.
Finally, it may be used as a unit for moral dilemmas in
the Gifted Education program.
Since many of the topics discussed
in the dilemmas are not appropriate at the middle school level, I
recommend it be used exclusively at the senior high level. In
addition, the level of personal introspection required to
participate in the activities is usually just beginning to
develop in senior high.
I also strongly recommend communication
be established with parents o-f students prior to participating in
the moral dilemmas curriculum. This will alleviate any concerns
the parents may have about the material and will allow time for
the instructor to answer any questions or make any modifications
prior to teaching the materjal.
2
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Limitations
Unfortunately, one of the limitations of the curriculum may
lie in the educational community's lack of ability to accept
these types of lessons into the classroom.
Many people in
education and other realms of society still view the analysis of
moral dilemmas the same way Values Clarification is sometimes
viewed:
as an opportunity to "teach" mora 1 and va 1 ue judgments
to students, to impart the beliefs of the instructor or
institution on others, which, of course, is wrong. Until
communities come to see moral and values education as a way of
teaching our children to decide for themselves what is right and
wrong and how to live their lives according to what they believe,
I'm afraid this type of curriculum will only be words on paper.
Using the Kohlberg's Discussion of Moral Dilemmas <Rich, 1985) in
either the Health Education classroom, gifted education classroom
or regular classroom gives students a chance to clarify what
types of decisions they may make in confusing, yet, nonthreatening "real-life" situations.
It helps them see the world
as a place where nothing is black and white, and often, more than
one answer is the right answer.
Students can empathize with
others in a way they are not able to when engaged in standard
forms of curricula.
However, many see these activities as
undermining the education process and unfit material for the
classroom.
This kind of ignorance and fear prevents students
from experiencing the excitement of annlyzinq real life moral
dilemmas in an environment where the price of making a mistake is
much less than in real life.
Another limitation is the difficulty a teacher often finds
in evaluating a curriculum of this kind.
Since the activities
are of a very personal and subjective nature, it is not easy to
apply any kind of grading scale or point value as a means of
giving students credit for their work.
Grading has become the
bread and butter of the school system.
If a lesson does not have
some sort of value in terms of the students' grades, either the
student or the teacher are often uncomfortable with it.
Unfortunately,
it is almost impossible to persuade
students to engage in any sort of classroom activity unless it is
clear they will "get something out of it".
However, some
students, especially gifted ones, enjoy an activity for the
intrinsic love of learning and exploring new ideas. Such a
student will not ask what the reward for completing the task is,
he will simply begin with curiosity and interest.
Usually,
continued motivation comes from a curriculum which is unique,
challenging and entertaining at the same time.
I envision this
curriculum being used as an extension of regular lessons, but
without a formal grade or value attached to its completion.
If
this is impossible, however, due to the previously mentioned
attitudes, it is suggested the students receive some sort of
credit for engaging in the activities, but the teacher should not
rate or grade it for quality.
This is extremely difficult for
the teacher to do with any sort of objectivity or lack of bias.
3

The third major limitation is the range of criticism which
Kohlberg's theory has generated since its origin in 1966.
In
general, research supports the idea of Kohlberg's stages one
through five and the reasoning process required to progress
through those stages.
Even in other countries and cultures, the
developmental stages are present and follow the same sequence as
they do in the United States. In regards to Kohlberg's theory,
the issues on which most critics disagree are:
1)

the validity of stage 6, and

2)

the existence of a relationship between
moral reasoning ability and moral
behavior.

First, in reference to the sixth stage, Kohlberg himself
even questioned the existence of the sixth stage.
So few people
ever attain this level of moral reasoning, it is difficult to
accept it as realistic.
In fact, it has even been left out of a
more recently published scoring guide (Maker, 1982).
My view on this issue is contrary to current views, however.
I believe, as with Maslow's level of self-actualization in his
theory of the Hierarchy of Needs, a stage such as this is
necessary.
If a generous percentage of the population could
actually attain a level similar to the sixth stage of moral
reasoning, what then? Would another level have to be added?
Could it be? No, I support Kohlberg's original theory regarding
stage six because it gives a vision for almost all people.
Consequently, without that vision, there will be no quest.
Second, Kohlberg's work has been criticized on the basis
that moral reasoning has no effect on moral behavior.
Many
researchers have tried to discount the theory saying the content
of reasoning alone does not cause changes in the moral behavior
of students (Downey, 1978).
However, it stands to reason that if
students practice making moral decisions over and over in the
presence of peers, eventually an element of behavioral change
must occur.
"Plus one", the concept that students working with
peers or teachers one or more stages above their own will advance
toward higher stages, is not fully accepted (Nucci, 1987).
Peers
have an extremely powerful influence on students, therefore, I
feel their influence should be utilized, not diminished.
By incorporating the strategies of Hilda Taba, Sidney Simon
and Louis Raths, I have addressed the implementation difficulties
associated with Kohlberg's theory. These strategies will be more
thoroughly discussed in Chapter Three, Procedures of the Study.
The strategies developed by the authors are strong, proven and
are easily integrated into the content of moral dilemmas.
The
wide variety of questions and activities are designed to motivate
and maintain the interest of the students.
Likewise, the
dilemmas will reach each student by simulating situations they
may have been in, may currently be in, or might be in someday.

4

Definitions of Key Terms
Moral, in terms of moral education, will be used to mean:
"of or concerned with the judgement of the goodness or badness
of human action and character" <American Heritage Dictionary,
1976).
A dilemma, as in moral dilemma, will be used to mean:
"a
situation which requires one to chose between two equally
balanced alternatives, or, sever-al undefined alter-native cour-ses"
<Amer-ican Heritage Dictionar-y, 1976).
Value will be used to mean:
"cr-iter-ia for deter-mining
levels of goodness, war-th, or beauty" (Values Education
Sour-cebook, 1976).
Likewise, valuing will be used to mean:
"the
pr-ocess of developing or actualizing values" (Values Education
Sour-cebook, 1976).
Enr-ichment will be used to mean:
"the use of pr-ocess and
higher-level thinking skills to enhance the content of the
regular classr-oom"
(Gr-eat Falls Public Schools Gifted Education
Handbook, 1987).
Health Education will be used to mean:
"information and
activities designed to promote under-standing of the ways students
can maintain and increase the quality of life, and ways in which
the student can attain optimal well-being thr-ough their- own
actions and effor-ts" (Compr-ehensive Health Education Foundation,
Seattle, WA, 1990).
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
Literature in the area of moral education is wide ranging,
from Values Clarification, to social responsibility, to Ethics,
from the teacher's role, to the parent's role, to society's role.
My search for background information began with Lawrence
Kohlberg.
His Theory of Moral Development is the basis for my
curriculum, so I wanted to know as much as possible about his
work.
I quickly learned about the respect he has earned in his
field, but at the same time, I learned of the many critics he has
based on perceived shortcomings in his theory.
At the conclusion of my study of the literature on Kohlberg,
I began looking at other recommendations in the general area of
moral education.
I found many ideas which were helpful in
creating a curriculum that combines different aspects of several
theories.
Here again, however, I found numerous references to
the problems with Kohlberg's theory.
I have tried to use this
information to my advantage, making changes as recommended.
I also found a segment of the information on moral education
to be of general interest to society, rather than of a
professional nature.
The information was applicable in creating
this curriculum because society must be considered when proposing
educational materials on a subject such as morality.
It was
helpful for me to understand what the general public is saying
about Moral Education and what is desired in terms of classroom
tools.
I will organize the related literature according to the
following topics:
Moral Education Theory, Moral Education as an
Current Educational Concern, Moral Education as a Current
Societal Concern and Lawrence Kohlberg, Moral Education Theorist.
Moral Education Theory
In becoming familiar with Lawrence Kohlberg's theory,
Cognitive Moral Development, I found certain texts to be most
helpful.
On the subject of Kohlberg, June Maker's text, Teaching
Models of the Gifted gives an excellent overview and critique of
the theory.
Maker discusses the limitations, as well as some
curriculum modifications educators can make to overcome those
limitations.
In other texts, especially those devoted to only moral
education theories, I was able to compare and contrast Kohlberg's
theory with the othe~ leading moral education theorists.
The
comparison helped me delineate the strengths and weaknesses of
Kohlberg in the broad spectrum of moral education.
Theories of
Moral Development, Contemporary Approaches to Moral Education and
Promoting Moral Growth:
From Piaget to Kohlberg were all the
most current texts to be found.
They were the most informative
6

in terms of citing the structure of the theories, limitations,
and teaching methods.
The remaining theoretical texts listed in
reference merely reiterated information from the more useful
volumes, omitting the more current research and comments.
I
enjoyed Moral Education:
Five Lectures because to read Kohlberg
as he would speak in defense of his controversial ideas was both
refreshing and insightful.

Moral Education as Current Educational Concern
Recently, an entire issue of the professional journal
Educational Leadership (May 1988), was devoted to the subject of
moral and ethical education.
The most valuable article I read
was one by the Panel on Moral Education of the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development.
The article is titled,
"Moral Education in the Life of the School".
Its research value
to me is, first, it reconfirmed the need for morality curricula
in our classrooms.
I was pleased to see such overwhelming
support for a sometimes unpopular subject, especially from an
organization as respected as the ASCD.
Secondly, the panel
offered excellent recommendations for designing curricula in
moral development.
In discussion of various methods, it was
suggested Values Clarification and Kohlberg's Moral Development
Theory had good elements, but were, unfortunately, lacking in
application.
It was from this recommendation, echoed by others,
I began the task of pulling the most effective elements of
Kohlberg's theory and the Values Clarification theory together
for a composite approach.
Included in the same article was a profile of the morally
mature person submitted by the ASCD Panel on Moral Education.
It
consists of six major characteristics and subsequent behaviors
that constitute a morally mature person.
I found the
descr i pt i ans of the characteristics and behaviors· to be very
valuable.
I used the profile to create some of the dilemmas,
while using it to double-check others.
My intent was to
incorporate as many moral characteristics as possible into the
Health Education related dilemmas.
The supporting articles in the Educational Leadership issue
were exceptional in terms of offering additional information on
the use of moral education in schools.
One article, "Ethics
Without Indoctrination", warned teachers against using a moral
education program as an attempt to pass on personal values to
students.
Rather, the emphasis should be on critical thinking
skills which that give the student the ability to distinguish and
choose between morality and amorality.
Especially helpful was a
figure entitled "Essential Moral Virtues".
The remaining commentaries helped tie in the concept of
moral education with other concerns.
Parent involvement,
structuring classroom discussions, Socratic teaching and moral
leadership are all critical elements when creating a moral
education curriculum.
7

Along the same lines as the article by the ASCD Panel, an
article written by Amitai Etzioni, "Can Schools Teach Values?",
directly compares Values Clarification with Kohlberg's theory.
The comparison was useful in formulating early ideas for my
curriculum.
Additional comments by Sidney Simon, one of the
authors of Values Clarification, and classroom teachers, found at
the conclusion of the article, were especially enlightening due
to their candid nature.
The Roeper Review (October, 1988) offered a global view of
how moral education can ultimately benefit the lives of students
years later.
Annemarie Roeper addressed the same topic with her
article "Empathy, Ethics, and Global Education", found in
Understanding Our Gifted (July, 1989).
In the same issue,
Nicholas Colangelo discussed his work in the area of moral
dilemmas formulated !!y_ adolescents.
Moral Dilemmas as a Societal Concern
Keith Coulbourn's article, "How to Sort Out Your Mor-al
Dilemmas", though somewhat lighthearted, emer-ged as a model for
me due to the simple style used in the overviews of the six
stages of development.
Written in the Atlanta Journal and
Constitution (September, 1977) for general audiences, it
included a section entitled "Test Your Moral Development".
Readers could solve five dilemmas and fairly closely deter-mine
their stage of moral development.
I felt the style could be
duplicated for a high school curriculum.
An overview of the liter-ature and media which depict
morality and amorality is offered by Sheila Schwar-tz in the
article "The Adolescent and Human Values".
It creates a picture
of our wor-ld through an adolescent's media saturated eyes.
"The Value of Teaching Ethics", is a pseudo-~ebate on
mor-ality education.
Michael Kelly takes a stand for the
affirmative and the negative sides, but since he is a Legal
Ethics and Education Specialist, the outcome was inevitable.
Lawrence Kohlberg, Moral Education Theorist
I have included a section of liter-atur-e on Kohlber-g himself
because I have found him to be a fascinating, courageous
educator.
His innovative theory, while drawing criticism from
other moral education theorists and the education field in
general, tr-uly stands on its own.
As Etzioni said, "Kohl berg has
more data to support his view than have his critics---which is
not to say that he hc1s so much." (Etzioni, 1977).
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I was privileged to read three very good articles on Kohlberg
(Boyd, 1988) <Rest, 1989) (Mosher, 1988), all written after his
death, which portray Kohlberg as a visionary.
As others try to
carry on his vision of moral education, and the Theory of
Cognitive Moral Development in particular, I hope to someday see
ethics, justice and morality as a permanent and integral part of
school curricula in our country.

)
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Chapter- 3

PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
Pr-oject Type
To wor-k with students on the topic of Mor-al Dilemmas in
r-elationship to Health Education issues, I feel it is most
impor-tant to insure the secur-ity of the students' pr-ivacy.
For
that r-eason, I have chosen a per-sonal wor-kbook as the format forthe project.
Each workbook will be utilized by one student only
and not r-eused each time a new student chooses to do the unit.
It will contain very personal thoughts regarding solutions to the
mar-al dilemmas pr-esented, ther-efore, should be viewed only by the
specific student. When the student wishes to share or- discuss
answer-s with another- student, or the teacher, it should be at a
time when the student feel most comfortable to do so.
Of course,
to receive classr-oom er-edit for- the wor-k, the teacher- will need
to examine the workbook.
However, as stated earlier-, it should
not be rated or graded.
In addition to str-uctur-ing the pace of study in the
workbook, the teacher- will determine group assignments with
others who are using the workbook.
If the curriculum is being
used as enrichment in the regular classroom, this may be a simple
task, since only a few students will be available for enrichment.
If a larger number of students will be participating, car-e ought
to be taken in making the group selections.
The instructor
should encourage active classr-oom discussion among those students
who feel comfortable talking about the choices they have made in
the workbook.
Through discussion, the students truly synthesize
their thoughts and beliefs. By shar-ing their decisions with
others, they become more committed to the choices they have made.
The exchange of ideas on matters of morality help the students
recognize the many differ-ent ideas in the world, many of which
can be "right" at the same time.
The interchange of ideas
illustrates to students how global conflicts arise and become
resolved, merely because people either rebuke differing ideals,
or accept them as different from their- own.
The first par-t of the wor-kbook introduces the ideas outlined
in Kohlberg's Theory of Mor-al Development.
The rationale for
learning about moral and value decision-making is stated, so the
student understands the purpose of completing the workbook.
Then
a sample moral dilemma is presented.
As each stage is thor-oughly
explained in terms of overall concepts and human behaviors, it is
illustrated using the sample moral dilemma, lending consistency
throughout the explanation of the theory.
According to the
theor-y, when a person progresses thr-ough the stages, the sequence
is always the same, and no stage is ever skipped.
In addition,
the higher levels of moral development reflect an incr-ease in
mar-al development and maturity <Maker, 1982).
10

The main text of the workbook consists of eighteen Health
Education related moral dilemmas, with discussion questions and
activities following each dilemma.
The activities are a
combination of personal introspection, group discussion and selfevaluation.
Methodology
The method I have employed for this curriculum is a
compilation of three respected theories.
Initially, Kohlberg's
Theory of Moral Development is used as the knowledge base.
The
manner in which the stages are presented are appropriate for the
average high school student's level of understanding and work
well to portray morality as a cognitive process using reasoning
skills.
Kohlberg's theory, however, is inadequate when helping
students retain any increase in moral development they may
experience through the moral dilemmas.
Critics argue a student's
cognitive moral development does not insure the development of
moral behavior.
Through practice and reinforcement, as well as
discussion and affirmation with peers, however, I do believe the
student can attain advances in cognitive moral development as
well as moral behavior.
I have incorporated into my curriculum some of the methods
documented by Hilda Taba.
Taba developed a strategy which has
proven to be successful when teaching students to resolve
conflict situations.
One strategy, Resolution of Conflict,
involves the student in several steps which give the student the
chance to see their own viewpoints more clearly, and regard the
viewpoints of others, which according to Kohlberg, is a necessary
skill for advanced moral reasoning (Maker, 1982).
The first step developed by Taba, listing, serves to
differentiate between relevant and irrelevant information.
When
the student initially chooses a solution to the dilemma, they
would have already gone through this step to arrive at a
solution.
The second step, inferring reasons and feelings, helps
the student examine all possible motivations, feelings and
reasons for making moral choices.
In the third step, generating
alternatives and consequences, the student will examine the
choices of others as alternatives.
Often in emotion-charged
decision-making, many alternatives become blocked out and are
never brought to mind.
By sharing choices in a group, students
will view many alternatives, including some they may have
neglected.
Also, the consequences for all choices are examined
so students can envision how their choices eventually effect
themselves and others.
The last step, evaluation, allows the
student a chance to make a more appropriate choice, if desired,
based on the information provided and the discussion process.

11
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Following each moral dilemma I have provided questions foreach student to answer per-sonally, questions for- discussion and
exercises for- discussion.
I have followed Taba as a model for
these student activities.
For- example, question "A"
following
each dilemma (Appendix A) asks the student to examine their
response for the underlying reason for- their- decision.
This is
what Taba calls "inferr-ing r-easons and feelings".
On the page
entitled "Discussion Questions" <Appendix 8), question number one
asks the student to question the other- students about theirresponses and r-easons.
Taba calls this "gener-ating
alternatives".
Questions two and three ask the student to
recount the persons and/or experiences which may have influenced
their decision.
Again, Taba calls this "infer-ring reasons and
feelings".
Question four asks the student if a differ-ent
solution would be preferr-ed now, given all the other
alter-natives.
Taba calls this "evaluation".
On the page
entitled "Effects" <Appendix C), the student is required to
display, visually, the effects or- consequences of their own
decision and the decisions of the others in the gr-oup.
Taba
calls this "examining consequences".
Through Taba's Resolution of Conflict strategy, the student
can classify all of the information needed to confidently solve a
moral dilemma, whether in a simulated classroom environment, or
r-eal life.
I feel there is gr-eat power- in combining
Kohlber-g's cognitive theory and Taba's behavior-al theor-y.
However, as a measur-e to insure the exercises are much mor-P thQn
paperwor-k or- r-hetoric, I have included some aspects of Values
Clarification, the wor-k of Simon and Raths (1966).
Values
Clarification involves a sevenfold process of valuing, indicated
by the wor-ds in lar-ge type.
By selecting one solution to any
moral dilemma over the others, the student is CHOOSING
THOUGHTFULLY AND FREELY a value or- mar-al from ALTERNATIVES.
Through the discussion questions following the dilemmas, students
will be PRIZING and AFFIRMING their- choice when they share and
compar-e their choices with other-s, and explore the possible
influences on them.
This further internalizes their value, or
their choice of solution to the dilemma.
The last steps in
Values Clarification ar-e ACTING and ACTING REPEATEDLY on a value.
This por-tion has the most potential to help students achieve
higher mar-al development.
The student is asked what steps could
be taken in the community or society (by self or others) towar-ds
the broader issue sur-rounding the dilemma, based on their level
of moral development.
Ideally, the teacher could arrange for the
student to pursue his or her course of action as an independent
leadership project.
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By the culmination of the discussion, students have a
clearer perception of their own morality and visualize where they
are in the continuum of morality.
The self-examination required
to do this level of activity causes students to have deeper
contemplation regarding the moral choices they make every day,
and the reasons they make them.
As a result, this curriculum
will allows and encourages some to pursue a higher level of
cognitive and behavioral moral development, in and out of the
classroom.
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Objectives
The objectives for a general curriculum of The Discussion
of Moral Dilemmas would differ from the one I have developed here
due to the specific focus on Health Education issues.
I am
presenting the objectives of the curriculum as being specific to
this project only, and not generalized for all Moral Dilemma
Curricula.
1.
The student will know the Theory of Moral Development, its
stages, and be able to explain each stage in general terms.
2.
The student will be able to determine his own stage(s) of
moral development by responding to Health Education moral
dilemmas and by applying the Theory of Moral Development to their
individual responses and reasoning.
3.
The student will be able to publicly affirm his response and
reasoning when solving Health Education moral dilemmas.
4.
The student will be able to question others in regard to
their responses and reasoning when solving Health Education moral
dilemmas.
5.
The student will be able to reflect and acknowledge past or
flrP.SRnt. inf]lJRn,:-ec:; On hetr own mor.;dity.
6.
The student will be able to evaluate the effects of morality
in Health Education decisions on surrounding groups, individuals
and society as a whole.
7.
The student will be able to make personal decisions regarding
morality and Health Education issues in a hypothetical, nonthreatening environment.
8.
The student will be able to propose possible courses of
action based on decisions made on morality and Health Education
issues.
The evaluation of objectives completed by the student is
done by the teacher as students complete the activities for each
moral dilemma.
The instructor will notice there is no level to
which the student must achieve each objective.
Participation in
the activities is the objective.
It is literally impossible for
a teacher to objectively evaluate the student's response to the
discussion questions and activities. Therefore the teacher simply
monitors progress through the booklet, evaluating only for
effort, thoroughness and completion.
The recommendations for
evaluation of the workbook by the teacher are discussed in the
preface of the workbook (Appendix D>.

)
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Chapter 4

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

The workbook entitled Global Deci sio ns : Mo ral Dilemma s
Health E ducation is submitted as the results a~ this study.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSION

During the course of this project, I sometimes felt as if I
had stepped into a hornet's nest by choosing to base a curriculum
on the work of Lawrence Kohlberg.
It seemed as if every educator
with whom I discussed this project warned me against studying in
such controversial territory and researching such a controversial
theorist.
I was even told horror stories of entire communities
refusing to allow moral education curriculum or Kohlberg's theory
to be taught in their schools.
In hindsight, however, I am glad to have explored the
subject and to have learned of the many merits of moral
education, and discussion of moral dilemmas in particular,
despite such criticisms.
I am also happy to have had the
opportunity to bring together the two fields of which I enjoy
teaching the most, Health Education and Gifted Education.
In
many ways both educational fields are encompassed by moral
education.
The majority of health issues involve moral decisionmaking and values clarification.
As a result, training students
identified as gifted in leadership abilities with moral
education, will ultimately benefit a society whose most pressing
issues are those which effect the health of individuals, our
nation and the world.
Recommendations
First, the students using the workbook should be of high
school age due to the nature of the subject matter found in many
of the dilemmas.
Usually, these topics have been thoroughly
discussed on a factual level in Health/Family Living or Social
Studies by senior high and the student has a body of knowledge
with which to begin solving the dilemma.
In addition, the level
of maturity is, in most cases, sufficient to discuss the more
emotionally sensitive topics.
Second, I suggest the teacher only allow small groups of
four or five students to work together when discussing the
dilemmas.
The smaller groups insure the view of all students can
be expressed in a reasonable period of time.
Trust can be built
easier and develop deeper in a small group discussion, as opposed
to a higher risk, large group discussion.
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Third, teachers should attempt to make participation in this
curriculum an experience the students will choose.
Students are
not fond of being foYced into baying their souls for a grade, so
it should be enjoyed by choice only, and rewarded with sufficient
incentive for the hard work it requires.
A non-graded review of
the student's jouyney through the workbook will disclose to the
teacher an appropriately weighted credit amount to be applied to
the student's regular grade.
Finally, I recommend before using this curriculum (or at any
time in a career), teachers should seek out and take advantage of
additional training or reading on the subject of Discussion of
Moral Dilemmas.
I have provided as much information as needed
for teachers to allow students use this curriculum as a selfdirected, independent classroom tool.
It does, however, take
considerable training to learn to lead large classroom
discussions on moral dilemmas.
This curriculum gives insight
into how moral dilemmas are written, how students attempt to
solve them, how discussions develop and how moral behavior can be
effected as a result of discussions of moral dilemmas.
Summary
I discern a need to provide all students with more
opportunities to discuss meaningful issues within the classroom.
Students struggle with moral issues, as well as Health Education
issues every day.
But, because no one is listening, or the
student is not practiced in sharing his/her thoughts, the
struggle is solitary, and often in vain.
The curriculum
presented here provides students the opportunity ta share their
thoughts and feeling, orally and in writing.
They learn who they
are along with others in a situation which is free of risks.
The
experience in making moral decisions acquired by the use of a
curriculum of this design is essential in real wo~ld situations.
Besides moral decision-making experience, students are
exposed to the opinions and values of others.
In turn, students
can evaluate and compare others' opinions with his/her own.
The
chance to "get inside" another person's mind and soul and learn
about them is an exciting concept, especially in the classroom.
The bonds of tYust, built through openness, will last a long
time.
The design of this curriculum best serves the needs of the
student, teacher and community in terms of content, activities
and desirable behavioral outcomes.
By creating a workbook which
is self-paced and self-directed, the students are free of time
constraints.
If a discussion is so involving it means the next
dilemma will have to ~ait, or a community project has evolved
from an especially timely dilemma, then so be it.
The more
passionate the students become, the more lea~ning will occu~.
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TeacheYs should appYeciate the CUYYiculum, as it is tYuly
hassle-fYee. Once a teacheY deteYmines how cYedit will be awaYded
foy participating in the cuYriculum,
the Yemaining yequiYements
are foY the teacheY to assign gyoups, allow time out of the
yegulaY cuYYiculum foy gYoup discussions, monitoY discussions,
and pYomote pYogress.
It is a terrific way to challenge learners
who become easily bayed or acceleYate thYough the regulaY couYse
work.
Communities should be equally enthusiastic about any
cuYriculum which causes students to examine their moral stance
and moYal behavior, for it is through this examination students
will grow and mature into morally responsible adults.
Eventually, morally sound adults will contribute to their future,
the future of the community and society in a genuinely positive
manner.

,_)
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

FIFTEEf'I
You are 1n the bathroom at school and overhear
a drug sale 1n the next stall. You recognize
almost all the voices/ and could easuy 1den tuy
the students involved. They don t k.nov1 you are
there. though, and leave. You wa11 a minute,
and \'fhen you '\iV"alk out, they spot you irom dO\V"n
the hall. The look on their faces says they now
knov, you were in the bathroom at the same 11me
1

as they were.

What do you do?

-~~--~~-----~--~-~~~--~~-~- ----~---~---~~~-~~A

Examine your response and determine the

underlying reason ior your decision,

---~--~~-----------~--~---~-~-------~----~----~
B.

Determine the stage of moral development you
are at based on your solution and reasoning.

Sta f"A
t:I~

-~---------------~-~~·

)
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APPENDIX B

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record respones In spaces provided
i.

Who In your group c;:hoae a l!IQlut!on that !a at a lava!
above )'i:;mrs? bu!.;w yourii'7 Aak iham ahoui ihalr
eolutlona and their masofie.

2.

Ask the members in your grc;mp whsi, if any, paai
exper!encaa affeGted ihe!r oholce of eo!ution.

3.

Aak the members of your yroup wha:i: ptHsc;>n(a} may have
influenced them In m;llk!ng their c;:holc;:e of eolutlon.

4.

Aak the member a of your group If, g Ivan the opportunity,
Hmy v,c;n.1ld chor.a1a another aQ!l..!t!on, after haarlng the
raa;,H,>fli!lu& of the oihera In thu gn;mp.

e.

List any ate~e you cou!d take !n your commi.mity er iown
related to this laaua, baaed on your level of moral daveiopment

)
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APPENDIX C

EFFECTS
Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, show hov, each member·s solution to the moral
dliemma effects self, family~ friends: community
and society,

'

'

'

\

\

I
I

'

\\

\

I

I

'.

'

---------~

j

.

I

I

./'

\

\

~-.
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APPENDIX D

To the Instructor
This booklet is designed for two
the regular Health Education classroom
activity, o. 2) in tha Qiftsd Education
objectives of the curriculum are listed

tirpes of use: 1) in
as an enrichment
classroom. The
for you below.

1.

The student will know the Theory of Moral Development
and it's atagea, and be able to explain aaa.h atage m
general terms.

2.

The student will be able to determine his/her own stage
of moral development by reaponding to Health Education
moral dilemnHtS and by applying the Theory of Moral
Development to their own responses and reasoning.

3.

The student will be able to publicly affirm his/her
response while solving Health Education moral di!emma£L

4.

The student wm be able to question others in regard to
their responses and reasoning when solving Health
Education moral dilemmas.

6.

The student
be able to reflect and acknowlidge past
or present influence.is on his/her own morality,

6.

The student will be able to evaluate the effects of
morality in Health Education decisions on surrounding
individual& ai1d society aa a whole.

7.

Ths student
be able to make personal decisions
regarding morality and Health Education issues in a
.nypo th.e t·1ca1,
' non-.th_rea.emng
t
.
.
t_.
env,ronmen

e.

The $tudent will be able to propose possible courses of
action based on decisions made concerning morality and
Health Education isaues.

wm

wm
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It ia suggeeted that students be grouped when beginning
tha booklet and remain in the same groupings throughout the
use of the booklet. Students will experi!nee .! period of
trugt building with the mtunb*rg of their group \vhich will
antioh tha axperiem)a of discusaion. Grouas of four or five
students are bast, since this a.Hows raaaonabJe time for all
views to be expressed. Tne instructions for the student are
providftd on the first page of the booklet.
U ia al.eo auggeated the activities and written
ra~pon.Sii not bs graded or evahJatad. Bsoauae of the
personal r.~ture cf the rsaponsea and the affective behaviors
being developed~ it would be impossible for an instructor to
objectively l'lacore' this booklet. The student should
receive ered it or points for partieipatingr though, perhaps
upon completion of the bookle'T
)

The last discussion question asked of the student
following each dilemma com::erns taking action on one's
beliefs. I would like to challenge teacher& to permit
their students to pursue a plan of action on one or more
of theaa dilemmas ae part of the classroom enrichment
program. By acting on a value or moral stance, the student
wili be making a commitmerit tc self and to tha community,
as well as learning about community involvement ?ind soei~!
responsibility.
Due to the nature of some of the eubject matter the
students will b& discuaaing~ it is alao advised that the
teacher communicate with the parent or guardian as to the
uae of the curriculum prior to ita use. Thia wili give
parents the chance to ask questions. alleviate concerns, and
if concerns remain, make appropriate choices about their
ehild"s participation in the activities. A sample letter is
found at the back of the booklet.

Leanne

J
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Lac9y

GLOBAL DECISIONS:
Moral Dilemmas in Health Education
A Curriculum tor Senior High Students
by Leanne Lacey

To the Instructor
This booklet is designed for two
the regular Health Education classroom
activity, or 2) in the Gifted Education
objectives of the curriculum are listed

types of use: 1) In
as an enrichment
classroom. The
for you below.

1.

The student will know the Theory of Moral Development
and it's stages, and be able to explain each stage in
general terms.

2.

The student will be able to determine his/her own stage
of moral development by responding to Health Education
moral dilemmas and by applying the Theory of Moral
Development to their own responses and reasoning.

3.

The student will be able to publicly affirm his/her
response while solving Health Education moral dilemmas.

4.

The student will be able to question others In regard to
their responses and reasoning when solving Health
Education moral dilemmas.

5.

The student will be able to reflect and acknowledge past
or present Influences on his/her own morality.

6.

The student will be able to evaluate the effects of
morality in Health Education decisions on surrounding
individuals and society as a whole.

7.

The student will be able to make personal decisions
regarding morality and Health Education issues in a
hypothetical, non-threatening environment.

8.

The student will be able to propose possible courses of
action based on decisions made concerning morality and
Health Education issues.

It is suggested that students be grouped when beginning
the booklet and remain in the same groupings throughout the
use of the booklet. Students will experience a period of
trust building with the members of their group which will
enrich the experience of discussion. Groupe of four or five
students are best, since this allows reasonable time for all
views to be expressed.
The Instructions for the student are
provided on the first page of the booklet.
It is also suggested the activities and written
responses not be graded or evaluated. Because of the
personal nature of the responses and the affective behaviors
being developed, it would be impossible for an instructor to
objectively ·score· this booklet.
The student should
receive credit or points for participating, though, perhaps
upon completion of the booklet.
The last discussion question asked of the student
following each dilemma concerns taking action on one's
beliefs. I would like to challenge teachers to permit
their students to pursue a plan of action on one or more
of these dilemmas as part of the classroom enrichment
program. By acting on a value or moral stance, the student
will be making a commitment to self and to the community,
as well as learning about community Involvement and social
responsibility.
Due to the nature of some of the subject matter the
students will be discussing, It Is also advised that the
teacher communicate with the parent or guardian as to the
use of the curriculum prior to its use.
This will give
parents the chance to ask questions, alleviate concerns, and
if concerns remain, make appropriate choices about their
child's participation In M\e activities.
A sample letter Is
found at the back of the booklet.

Leanne Lacey

Kohlberg's Theory 01
Moral Development
Lawrence ICohlberg developed the Theory o1 Moral
Development based on the notion that through crt Heal
thinking and problem-solving. moral development is
stimulated. Subsequently. children and adults pass
through qualitative stages as their moral reasoning
abilities increase. Each successive stage ts preferred
over the preceding one, and one's current stage 1s
determined by responses and solutions to speciUc moral
dilemmas. Interestingly enough, the response or solution
to the dilemma ts not as important as the reasons which
lead one to the solution.
Two people could choose the
same solution to a particular dilemma. but actually be at
d1Uerent stages of moral development, based on the
reasons 1or their choices. The stages are e:z:plalned 1or you
on the following pages. After each e:1:planation. an e:1:ample
is given of what the behavioral choices and moral reasoning
at that stage might be in response to a sample dilemma.
All examples are based on the following moral dilemma:
·You are cashing your check at the bank.
The teller breaks out a new packet of $ 1O
bills and counts some out for you. You
notice two $10 bills are stuck together.
The teller doesn't. What do you do?·
All the dilemmas oUered in this booklet deal with Health
issues and st tuattons that effect our heal th or the heal th
of others. After solving the dilemma. wrt te your response
in the space provided. Then answer the questions regarding
your reasons and stage of moral development. Complete the
Discussion Questions worksheet and the Effects worksheet
with other students to learn more about your own morality.
and the moraltty of others.
Each dilemma ts a separate entity, so you may progress
as far as you want through this booklet. You may Und
1t dUUcult at first to share your values and beliefs
with others in your group, but soon you will become
more at ease. Relax. have fun, and learn about yourself!

KOHLBERG'S SIX STAGES
OF

MORAL ·DEVELOPMENT

STAGE ONE
At stage one, your need to avoid
punishment is very high. Physical
and material power is highly
regarded and obeyed to avoid
punishment at any cost.
J

Example:
This stage is similar to an infant's
viewpoint. You are always looking
out for ~ol' number 1•. You do
things mainly to avoid punishment
and because it is the easiest thing
to do. You react to good and bad
fortune as it effects you immedi ately. In this case, you quietly
pocket the extra $ 10 and walk
out.

STAGE TWO
Although still a child-like point
of view, now you briefly consider
other peoples' motives, and how
they affect your own. You will
conform and obey in order to
obtain rewards, sort of a 'You
scratch my back, I'll scratch
yours# mentality. You have become
an ethical wheeler-dealerl
Example:
'Number 1• is still king, but you
are willing to consider whether
there would be a reward for
pointing out the teller's mistake.
Most likely there would not be,
so you choose the 'better dea1·
and keep the $ 10.

STAGE THREE
This stage holds an expectation of
what a ,.good boy/girl· would do.
Your aim is to satisfy the role
others in your immediate group
have assigned to you. You conform
to the group to avoid disapproval
and be ,.nice· to gain approval.
Example:
You do what others in your · group
would expect you to do; if they
would expect you to return the
SI 0, you would return it, and it
they would expect you to keep the
S 10, you would keep it. 11 you
keep it, you may somehow ration alize it was the ·nice· thing to do.

STAGE FOUR
Obedience to law and order, authority
and a sense of duty now motivate all
your behavioral choices. Correct
behavior consists of doing one's duty
and abiding by the social and or
religious order. Authority is
followed, almost blindly, and respect
for those in power is shown by
following the prescribed rules that
help maintain that order.
Example:
Keeping the extra $ IO would break
far too many social and religious
rules, and authority would not
approve. Because you crave the
respect of others and the whole
social order could be disrupted,
you return the $Ia to the teller.

STAGE FIVE
In Stage Five, the emphasis is on equality
and mutual obligation within a democratic order. There are social contracts
in which duties are well defined.
Personal values are seen as relative, and
there is a set of procedural rules for
reaching consensus from conflict.
Example:
You no longer accept rules and authority
without question, as rules are really
contracts between participating parties.
Everything and every situation is in
di vidualized. In this situation, the
rules began in mid-air, and you had no
part in the contract. You may even feel
you were unfairly pressured or coerced.
You decide you and the teller had a
mutual understanding to correct
mistakes in the other's favor, and
you would give back the $10 bill.

STAGE SIX
The rightness 01 acts is determined by
your concept of justice and ethical
principles which are comprehensive,
universal and consistent. These
principles are not concrete, but
abstract, like the Golden Rule.
)

Example:
Rarely does anyone reach this stage of
morality. Kohlberg's critics argue it
is actually unattainable. You may or
may not follow the rules of society,
because you follow principles, not
arbitrary guidelines set by others.
They may not always be the same
thing. There is no question you
return the $Ia bill. Most dilemmas
require much more soul-searching and
ethical struggle at this stage.

)

MORAL
DILEMMAS

I

I

ONE
You are at a high school party at a home where
there are no adults present. It has become
apparent that the bedrooms are being used tor
sex. Your boy/girlfriend and you have not yet
discussed whether you would like to begin to
have sex with each other. Suddenly, he/she
suggests that it's ·our tarn· and motions
toward the bedroom. You know you could get
contraception from anyone at the party, so,
according to your date, "Nothing is stopping
you·. What do you do?

A.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason tor your decision.

B.

Determine the stage ot moral development
you are at based on your solution and
reasoning.

Stage

---- -- --------- --·

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record respones in spaces provided
1.

Who in your group chose a solution that is at a level
above youre? below youra? Aek them about their
eolutlona and their rea1on1.

2.

Ask the member• in your group what, if any, peat
experience, affected their choice of aolutlon.

3.

Aek the members of your group what per1on(1) may have
influenced them in making their choice of solution.

-4 .

Aak the member, of your group If, given the opportunity,
they would chooae another aolution, after hearing the
reeponaee of the othera in the group.

5.

List any atepa you could take In your community or town
related to thla leaue, baaed on your level of moral development

)

EFFECTS
Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.
EXAMPLE: Laura (L) chose to keep a $1 O bill she was
given by mistake at the bank. It has a
positive effect on her (financial gain),
however, it effects community and society
negatively (distrust, suspision, safety,
someone else's financial loss) .

)
friend•

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

EFFECTS

Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

TWO
You have spent the day with your family at a
community barbeque. Alcohol has been served
all day, however, only to those of legal age.
It is now time to drive home, and 1t is clear
that both of your parents, although not drunk,
have been drinking. You do not hold a
driver's license yet, but you do know how to
drive the car fairly well. What do you do?

A.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

B.

Determine the stage of moral development
you are at based on your solution and
reasoning.

Stage -----------------·

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record respones in spaces provided
1.

Who In your group choae a aolution that le at a level
above youra? below your•? Aak them about their
1olutlon1 and their reaaone.

2.

Aek the member• In your group what, If any, paat
experience, affected their choice of aolutlon.

3.

Aek the member• of your group what peraon(a) may have
influenced them in making their choice of eolution.

4.

Aak the member• of your group ff, given the opportunity,
they would chooae another aolutlon, af tar hearing the
reepon••• of the other• In the group.

5.

Llat any 1tapa you could take In your community or town
related to thla l11ue, baaed on your level of moral development

EFFECTS

Using letters aa symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

f•mlly

..,,

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

THREE
You are married with an eight-year old son. Your
son has been diagnosed wt th bone-marrow cancer.
Transplan Is don 'I often work, but the ones that do
usually come trom close relatives. Since he has no
siblings, and you and your spouse are not tit
donors, he will surely die. The only possible
solution Is to produce a sibling tor him and hope
the ch lld will be a tit donor. The trans plan I
could be done safely when the baby is 6 months
old, possibly saving your son's lite. Whal do
you do?

A.

B.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason tor your decision.

Determine the stage ot moral development you are
at based on your solution and reasoning.
Stage __ _____ ____ _____ _.

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record reaponea In apacea provided
1.

Who In your group oho•• a aolutlon that la at a l•v•I
abo~ youra? b•tow youra? A•k th•m about th•lr
aolutlona and their reaaona.

2.

Aak the member• In your group what, If any, paet
experience, affected their choice of aolutlon.

S.

Aak the member• of your group what pareon(e) may have
influenced them in making their choice of aolution.

4.

Aak the member• of your group It, given the opportunity,
they would chooae another aolutlon, aft•r h•arlng th•
r•apon••• of the other• In the group.

\

\

ti.

-------------------------------------------------------

Llat any atepa you could take In your community or town
related to thl• l••u•, ba••d on your level of moral development

EFFECTS

Using letters aa symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

FOUR
You have a friend who is dying of cancer. Each
time you go to visit, your friend gets worse.
The pain is becoming so great now, the narcotics
have 11 ttle effect. Your friend has a desire to
be allowed to die now, before things become even
more painful and dignity can not be preserved.
The family knows this, but will not allow this,
believing it is their right to prolong your
friends's life in the event of a last minute
miracle. Today, pleading for mercy, your friend
asks you to let him/her die. All you would have
to do is flip one switch. What do you do?

A.

B.

Examine your response and determine t.he
underlying reason for your decision.

Determine the stage of moral development you are
at based on your solution and reasoning.

Stage -- --- -------- --- -·

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record reaponea in apacea provided
1.

Who In your group choae a aolutlon that la at a level
abov. your•? below youre? Aak thelft about their
aolutlona and their reaaona.

2.

Aek the member• In your group what, If any, paet
experience, affected their choice of 101utlon.

3.

Aak the member• of your group what pereon(e) may have
influenced them in making their choice of aolution.

4.

Aak the member• ot your group If, given th• opportunity,
they would choo•• another aolutlon, after hearing th•
re1pon••• of the other• In the group.

6.

Llat any atep1 you could take In your community or town
related to thl• laaue, baaed on your lev.l of moral dev.lopment

\

EFFECTS

Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, ahow how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

f•mlly

\
\

..,,

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

FIVE
You happen upon the scene of an acclden t between a
motorcycle and a car. The driver of the car ls
conscious and breathing, so you go to the
motorcycle victim. The victim was not wearing a
helmet and Is bleeding severely. You prepare for
CPR, since the victim has no pulse or breathing.
When you roll the victim over, you notice needle
marks on the forearms and see drug paraphenalia
scattered among the debris. You suspect the victim
is at risk for AIDS. What do you do?

A.

B.

Examine your ~esponse and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

Determine the stage of moral development you are
at based on your solution and reasoning.

Stage ------------- ____ .

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record respones In spaces provided
1.

Who In your group choae a aolutlon that la at • level
abow youra? below youra? Aak them about their
1olutlona and their reaaona.

2.

A1k the member• In your group what, lf any, paat
experience, affected their choice or 1olutlon.

3.

A1k the members of your group what peraon(a) may have
influenced them in making their choice of aolution.

4.

Aak the member, of your group If, given th• opportunity,
they would chooee another aolutlon, at ter haarlng the
re1pon••• of the other• In the group.

5.

Llat any •t•P• you could take In your community or town
related to thla leaue, baaed on your level of moral development

'

)

EFFECTS

Using letters aa symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

•oc/ety

f•mlly

\

..,,

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

SIX
Your neighbor is changing the oil in his
car in the driveway next to yours. You
notice as he is Unishing that he is taking
the used motor oil to his backyard. You go
to your backyard to see what he will do, and
you see him pour the oil onto the the ground
between your houses. What do you do?

A.

B.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

Determine the stage of moral development you are
at based on your solution and reasoning.

Stage ___ ------------ __ .

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record responea in spaces provided
1.

Who in your group cho•• a aolutlon that I• at a level
above youre? below youre? Aak them about their
aolutlon• and their reaaona.

2.

Aak the membere In your group what, If any, paet
experience• affected their choice of aolutlon.

3.

A•k the member• of your group what peraon(a) may have
influenced them in making their choice of aolution.

4.

Aak the member• of your group If, given the opportunity,
they would choo•• another 1olutlon, after hearing the
reapon••• of the other• In th• group.

6.

Llat any atepa you could take In your community or town
related to thla laaue, bued on your level of moral development

\

EFFECTS

Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

POSITIVE
\

NEGATIVE

SEVEN
You are babysitting tor a family you have
known for a year or so. At bathtlme, you
are undressing the children and the
4-year-old becomes agitated. You notice
bruises on her back and legs, and she begins
repeating ·No, no, nol •. When you ask her
·No what?., she cannot respond and is
suddenly silent. What do you do?

A.

B.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason tor your decision.

Determine the stage ot moral development you are
at based on your solution and reasoning.

Stage ___ ---------- ____ .

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record responea In spaces provided
1.

Who in your group oho•• a 1olutlon that 11 at a level
above youre? below youra? A1k them about their
1olutlon• and their reaeona.

2.

A1k the member, In your group what, If any, paet
experience, affected their choice of aolutlon.

3.

Aak the members of your group what pereon(e) may have
Influenced them in making their · choice of aolution.

4.

Aak the member, of your group If, given the opportunity,
they would choo1• another aolutlon, after hearing the
reepon••• of th• other• In th• group.

15.

Llet any etepe you could take In your community or town
related to thl1 l11ue, baaed on your level of moral development

',

\

EFFECTS

Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

EIGHT
You have to stop at the grocery store on
the way home for one or two items. You
know you will only be In the store for a
minute or two, and you are in quite a hurry.
You'd like to be able to run in and out of
the store quickly, but the closest parking
spaces are all full. The only space anywhere
near the front entrance Is the handicapped
space. What do you do?

A.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

B.

Determine the stage of moral development you are
at based on your solution and reasoning.
Stage _________________ .

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record reaponea in spaces provided
1.

Who In your group choae a aolutlon that la at a level
above youra? below youra? A•k them about their
aolutlon• and their reaaona.

2.

Aak the member• In your group what, If any, paet
experience• affected their choice of aolutlon.

3.

Aak the ,nembere of your group what peraon(e) may have
Influenced them in making their choice of aolution.

4.

Aak the member• of your group If, given th• opportunity,
they would choo•• another aolutlon, after hearing th•
reepon••• of th• other• In the group.

5.

Llat any etepa you could take In your community or town
related to thl• laaue, baaed on your level of moral development

\

EFFECTS

Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

f•mlly

..,,

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

NINE
You are out on a date wl th someone you have
recently begun dating. The topic of sex has not
come up yet In the relationship, but the two of
you suddenly find yourselves alone together this
evening with plenty of opportunity. You both
can feel the moment Is getting more and more
difficult to avoid. You both want very much to
make love, however, you have not told this
person you have herpes. It Is not active
right now, though, so no one can tell. What
do you do?

A.

B.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

Determine the stage ot moral development you are
at based on your solution and reasoning.

Stage -----------------·

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record reaponea In spaces provided
1.

Who In your group cho•• a aolutlon that la at a l•v•I
above youra? below youra? A•k them about their
aolutlona and th•lr reaaona.

2.

Aek the member• In your group what, if any, paet
experience• affected their choice of aolutlon.

3.

Aek the membera of your group what peraon(e) may have
Influenced them in making their choice of eolution.

4.

A•k the member• of your group If, given the opportunity,
they would choo•• another aolutlon. after hearing the
reapon••• of the other• In the group.

ti.

Llat any atepa you could take In your community or town
related to thla laaue, baaed on your level of moral development

\

EFFECTS

· Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

family

..,,

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

TEN
Your good friend has learned she is pregnant. She
suspected it ever since a camping trip in which
she became too drunk and slept with a boy from
school who she barely knows. She has already
decided not to tell him and to have an abortion,
however, she needs both the money and the transportation. That ls why she has come to you. She
has also asked you to be with her for emotional
support when she goes through with It. You have a
class with th is boy and even talk to him occasionally. What do you do?

A.

B.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

Determine the stage of moral development you are
at based on your solution and reasoning.

Stage -----------------·

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record respones in spaces provided
1.

Who In your group cho•• a •olutlon that I• at a level
abova your•? below your•? A•k them about their
•olutlon• and their reaaon•.

2.

Aak the member• In your group what, If any, paat
experience• affected their choice of •olutlon.

3.

A•k the member• of your group what peraon(a) may have
influenced them in making their choice of aolution.

4.

A•k the member• of your group It, glv•n the opportunity,
they would chooae another •olutlon, after hearing the
re•pon••• of the other• In th• group.

6.

Llat any at•P• you could take In your community or town
related to thl• laaue, baaed on your leval of moral development

\

EFFECTS

Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

•oclety

POSITIVE
\

NEGATIVE

ELEVEN
Your parents are out of town and have instructed
you to have no one in the house except your best
triend, who will spend the weekend with you. On
Friday night, four of your other friends show up
at the door with pizza and some videos. II
seems harmless, so you let them in. Soon, seeing
the cars outside your house, others begin to
arrive with more food and beer. All are
underage and are driving. What do you do?

A.

B.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

Determine the stage of moral development you are
at based on your solution and reasoning.
Stage _________________ .

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record respones in spaces provided
1.

Who In your group cho•• a aolutlon that I• at a level
above your•? below your•? Aak th•m about their
aolutlona and their reaaona.

2.

Aak the member• In your group what, If any, pa•t
•xperlence• affected their choice of aolutlon.

3.

A•k the members of your group what pereon(e) may have
Influenced them In making their choice of •olutlon.

4.

A•k the member• of your group If, glv•n th• opportunity,
they would choo•• another •olutlon, after hearing the
re•pon•e• of the other• In the group.

5.

Llat any •tepa you could take In your community or town
related to thla l••u•, baaed on your level of moral development

)

'.

EFFECTS

Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

TWELVE
A girl from school is having open heart
surgery soon. The Red Cross is holding a
special blood drawing at school to help with
the supply of blood she will need. You would
like to help, especially since you are both
the same blood type, but you've always been
deathly afraid of giving blood and needles
in general. What do you do?

A.

B.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

Determine the stage of moral development you
are at based on your solution and reasoning.

Stage -----------------·

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record reaponea in apacea provided
f.

Who In your group oho•• a aolutlon that I• at a level
above your•? below your•? Aak them about their
aolutlona and thalr reaaona.

2.

Aak the member• In your group what, It any, paet
experience• affected their choice of aolutlon.

3.

A•k the member• of your group what pereon(e) may have
influenced them in making their choice of aolution.

4.

Aak th• member• of your group If, given the opportunity,
they would ohooae another aolutlon, after hearing the
reaponaea of the other• In the group.

5.

Llet any atepa you could take In your community or town
related to thl• laaue, baaed on your level of moral development

EFFECTS

Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, ahow how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

THIRTEEN
You are at a fast food restaurant at 1unch time,
actually skipping a class. You are seated in
the back, and you see one of your parents walk
in with a very young, attractive member of the
opposite sex. They appear to be more than
business associates. In fact, they are arm in
arm as they order their lunch. You are supposed
to be in school. What do you do?

A.

B.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

Determine the stage of moral development you
are at based on your solution and reasoning.

Stage -----------------·

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record respones in spaces provided
1.

Who In your group cho•• a aolutlon that I• at • level
above youra? below youra? A•k them about their
1olutlona and their reaaona.

2.

A•k the member• In your group what, If any, paat
experience, affected their choice of aolutlon.

s.

Aak the members of your group what peraon(e) may have
influenced them in making their choice of aolution.

4.

Aak the membere of your group If, given the opportunity,
they would chooae another aolutlon, after hearing th•
reapon••• of the other• In the group.

t5.

Llet any 1tep1 you could take In your community or town
related to thl• leeue, baaed on your leval of moral development

EFFECTS

Using letter• aa aymbola for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

FIFTEEN
You are in the bathroom at school and overhear
a drug sale in the next stall. You recognize
almost all the voices, and could easily identify
the students involved. They don't know you are
there, though, and leave. You wait a minute,
and when you walk out, they spot you from down
the hal 1. The look on their faces says they now
know you were in the bathroom at the same time
as they were. What do you do?

A.

B.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

Determine the stage of moral development you
are at based on your solution and reasoning .
.'

Stage -----------------·

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record respones in spaces provided
1.

Who In your group choae a aolutlon that la at a lavel
above youra? below your•? Aak them about their
aolutlon• and their reaaona.

2.

A•k the member• In your group what, If any, paat
experience• affected their choice of aolutlon.

3.

Aak the member• of your group what peraon(e) may have
Influenced them in making their choice of aolutlon.

4.

Aak the member• of your group If, given the opportunity,
they would chooae another aolutlon, after hearing the
reapon••• of the other• In the group.

~-

Llat any atepa you could take In your community or town
related to thla laaue, baaed on your level of moral development

\

EFFECTS

Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

POSITIVE
\

NEGATIVE

SIXTEEN
You are at a party at someone's house. Everyone
is underage, but all are drinking alcohol,
including you. Suddenly, you notice a girl.
passed out on the couch. Under closer inspection,
though, you see she is not breathing. You
shout for help, to call an ambulaMoebne
will help you, though. They are all leaving
because they are afraid of being caught drinking.
You have been drinking, too. What do you do?

)

----------------------------------------------A.

B.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

Determine the stage of moral development you
are at based on your solution and reasoning.

Stage -----------------·

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record respones In spaces provided
1.

Who In your group cho•• a aolutlon that la at a level
above your•? below your•? Aak the111 about their
aolutlon• and their reaaona.

2.

Aak the member• In your group what, If any, paat
experience, affected their choice of aolutlon.

s.

A1k the member• of your group what peraon(1) may have
influenced them in making their choice of aolution.

4.

Aak th• member• of your group If, given the opportunity,
they would choo•• another aolutlon, after hearing the
reapon••• of th• other• In the group.

5.

Llat any atepa you could take In your community or town
related to thl• laaue, baaed on your level of moral development

'

EFFECTS

Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

SEVENTEEN
It is the last week o1 your senior year in high
school. It is ·senior Skip Day·, or the day
traditionally given to seniors as a day off.
A lot o1 the stud en ts are meeting at a local
park on a lake for a day of boating and swimming. You arrive and are having a great time
when you are offered some cocaine. You have
heard a lot of kids talking about it at school
lately. The people here are your friends, and feel
they wouldn't try to hurt you. Everyone is celebrating, and you want to, also. What do you do?

)

A.

B.

Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

Determine the stage of moral development you
are at based on your solution and reasoning.
Stage

-----------------·

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record reaponea In apacea provided
1.

Who In your group choae a aolutlon that I• at a lavel
above youra? below youra? Aak them about their
aolutlon• and their reaaona.

2.

Aak the membera In your group what, If any, paat
experience• affected their choice of aolutlon.

3.

Aak the membera of your group what peraon(a) may have
Influenced them in making their choice of aolution.

4.

Aak the member• of your group If, given th• opportunity,
they would chooae another aolutlon, after hearing the
raaponaea of the other• In the group .

5.

Llat any atepa you could take In your community or town
related to thl• laaue, baaed on your lewl of moral davelopment

-------------------------------------------------------

.

EFFECTS

Using letters as symbols for the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

•oclety

f•mlly

\

..,,

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

EIGHTEEN
As you are entering a convenience store, a

small group of teen-age boys, gathered out
in front of the store, stops you. They ask
you U you would buy them some cigarettes,
since the clerk won't sell them to minors.
One boy hands you a $5 bill and asks you to
buy him two packs, then says you can keep
the rest (a couple dollars). You know these
kids could probably buy them from a vending
machine, anyway. What do · you do?

A. Examine your response and determine the
underlying reason for your decision.

B. Determine the stage of moral development you
are at based on your solution and reasoning.

Stage ------------------·

DISCUSSION EXERCISES
Record reaponea In apacea provided
1.

Who In your group choae a aolutlon that la at • level
above your•? below youra? Aak them about their
1olutlon• and their reaaon,.

2.

A1k the member• In your group what, If any, paet
experience, affected their choice of 101utlon.

3.

Aek the members of your group what pereon(e) may have
influenced them in making their choice of eolution.

4.

A1k the member• of your group If, given th• opportunity,
they would chooa• another aolutlon, attar hearing the
re1pon••• of the other• In the group.

6.

Llat any etepa you could take In your community or town
related to thla laaue, baaed on your level of moral development

\

\

EFFECTS

Using letters aa symbols tor the members of your
group, show how each member's solution to the moral
dilemma effects self, family, friends, community
and society.

POSITIVE

'-

'.

NEGATIVE

Dear Parent,
This is to inform you your student will
be participating in an enrichment curriculum titled
·Global Decisions: Moral Dilemmas in Health Education·.
Your child will be reading moral dilemmas related to
Health Education issues. They will be asked to make
decisions about the moral dilemmas and participate
in discussions with other students in regards to the
particular dilemma, their own choice and the choices
of the other members of the group. VALUES AND
MORALS WILL NOT BE TAUGHT. The students will learn
from themselves what they believe in when faced with
a moral dilemma.
I encourage you to discuss the dilemmas at home
with your child. The family is the most powerful force
we have in developing the morality of our yo~th.
Please contact me if you would like to preview
the materials, or If you have any questions.
Sincerely,

